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Dubai College, UAE 

Shortlisted for the 2022 Diversity, Equity, Inclusion and Justice award 

Dubai College is a leading co-educational British secondary school in Dubai and 
over 60% of our students attend the top 1% of universities in the UK and the US. Our 
alumni have gone on to pursue careers as Olympians, screen actors, Indy Car 
drivers, captains of industry, celebrity chefs and composers. While we continue to 
provide our brilliant basics of the College – an abundance of sporting, creative, 
philanthropic and academic opportunities – we offer an increasingly innovative 
education which ensures that our students will be ready to play a meaningful role 
in building the world of tomorrow. 
 
In July 2020 students and alumni of Dubai College demanded that we examine our 
school in the light of the public outrage, collective anger and shared grief following 
the murder of George Floyd last May. They were interested to know if they set up 
an Instagram account to collect stories of historic racism at our school, would it 
gain traction. In mid-August after @unsettledc had grown to have over 2000 
followers and had catalogued over 220 instances of racism, the alumni behind the 
account wrote an open letter to the school, detailing what they hoped we would 
do to ensure that these events were less likely to happen again in the future. Since 
then we have changed the physical infrastructure of our Sixth Form centre, 
integrated an anonymous reporting app into the school, implemented the Olweus 
Bully Victim Questionnaire, delivered unconscious bias training for all staff and 
students at Dubai College, integrated elements of the teaching tolerance 
curriculum from tolerance.org, run a student Diversity, Equity and Inclusion society 
every week across the 2020/21 academic year and established a parent and 
alumni DEI Working Party to consider proposals for the future. This work led to 
COBIS inviting the Headmaster to deliver a keynote case study on the subject of 
DEI at the annual COBIS conference in May. Since then, Dubai College has been 
recognised as a beacon of best practice in DEI in British Schools Overseas and has 
supported a number of schools and membership organisations with their DEI work. 
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How and why the initiative has demonstrated how diversity, equity, inclusion and 

justice is an integral part of the entire school community 

Since our Speak Up training at the beginning of the 2020 academic year, the 
school has a greater understanding of the impact which the use of biased 
language can have on all members of the community. Such training gave explicit 
permission to the school community to call out such behaviour as well as the 
confidence to do so, creating an atmosphere in which these acts are less likely to 
gain momentum and more likely to be quickly and widely denounced. Granting 
permission to tackle biased language has also had a multiplier effect. It 
encouraged the establishment of several key societies and working parties, each 
producing their own impactful outcomes. The student-led Diversity, Equity and 
Inclusion Society, for example, has been responsible for driving whole school 
celebrations, the Deputy Head Learning and Teaching is working on a research 
project in partnership with the University of Birmingham focused on 
internationalising our curriculum, and our teachers have co-planned and 
delivered DEI sessions on our positive education days. A parent and alumni 
working party was also established to nurture an understanding and acceptance 
of the importance of diversity, equity and inclusion for the College and an 
additional staff diversity, equity and inclusion society was also established in 
September this year to enable 6 teaching members of staff who have enrolled on 
the Diverse Educators 12-month leadership training programme, as well as 
volunteers from accounts, HR, IT and facilities, to contribute to the establishment of 
a comprehensive diversity, equity and inclusion policy for the school. 

How and why the initiative has demonstrated a positive impact on all students 

The student-led DEI society has been very active throughout the course of the past 
12 months and will continue to be so this year. DEI is now on the agenda of the 
whole school parliament, which sees a council of elected peers from each year 
group meeting with the Heads of Year and the Senior Leadership Team to listen to 
the student voice on a weekly basis. Coupled with suggestions from the 
parliament, the student-led DEI Society has driven the introduction of whole school 
celebrations, the internationalising of our traditional British curriculum and positive 
education day planning. We now have three times as many holy-day celebrations 
taking place each year in school to represent the 11 different religions of our 
student body and students have enlisted the help of Beyond Equality and Girls Out 
Loud from the UK to help deliver sessions relating to the UK’s Equality Act 2010 as 
well as devising their own sessions on consent and racial tolerance. This year we 
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are introducing a new Rolling Positive Education Programme so that students 
receive one session per week, which equates to four times as much PSHE content 
as last year. As with last year, students are being enlisted as learning partners to 
help teachers co-plan these sessions, several of which have been designated as 
opportunities to teach an explicit DEI curriculum. 

How and why the initiative has demonstrated a positive impact on teaching and 

learning 

Our Deputy Head: Learning & Teaching has been working in partnership with the 
University of Birmingham on a project to internationalise, rather than decolonise, 
our curriculum. Considering the very different cultural context in which our school 
operates in the Middle East we have developed our own departmental self-
evaluation tool which departments have employed to encourage reflections on 
our current curriculum provision and to collaboratively identify areas for 
improvement for the school. The outcomes of our work will be published by the 
University of Birmingham and the self-evaluation tool is publicly available on our 
website as part of our Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Impact Report. 
 
In History we have taken steps to avoid teaching in a way that designates certain 
national, ethnic or civilisational groups as the ‘Other’ e.g. looking at the Islamic 
World as a counter-balance to the traditional Western bias implied in concepts 
like the ‘Dark Ages’. In English, we teach a range of authors including Nigerian, 
British, American, Canadian and Chinese American writers. In addition, the prose 
and poetry texts deal with issues including disability, identity, war, discrimination, 
gender roles and immigration. The Geography curriculum has been adapted to 
challenge stereotypical perceptions around development through the introduction 
of topics based on topical books from a range of authors at KS3 and the A level 
resource base for topics relation to nationalism, migration and hegemony have 
been broadened to ensure that a range of global perspectives are represented 
and explored. 

How and why the initiative has addressed a challenge or opportunity in a way 

that has directly impacted the school and demonstrates the potential for longer-

term development as a sustainable initiative for the school 

As I hope you can tell, our work on diversity, equity and inclusion is systemic. It 
incorporates student voice, PSHE, curriculum and culture building as well as serving 
as a complete system to reduce biased language in school. A further layer to our 
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work which has the potential to create a real paradigm shift in how we secure 
employer engagement and provide careers advice is our partnership with Girls 
Out Loud from the UK. This area of our DEI work provides support for girls who 
continue to be under-represented in certain professions and careers. Navigating 
through the challenging teenage years does not get any easier for our girls upon 
whom several new developments around smart technology and social media, as 
well as the ever-present academic pressure, place exacting demands around the 
time when their individuality, uniqueness and aspirations should be up front and 
centre. 
 
Consequently, we have teamed up with Girls Out Loud to offer their Role Model 
Relay and their Big Sister Mentor programme to our Year 8 girls. In short, Girls Out 
Loud are training our staff and a range of high-profile women in leadership 
positions across industries to act as mentors to “middle girls”, the ones who are in 
danger of becoming invisible as they simply cruise through school trying to find 
their place. Our intention in the following academic year is to offer a similar 
mentorship programme to other “middle students” whose demographic may not 
be visible in certain professions. 
 
How and why the initiative includes strategies that enable it to be shared beyond 
the wider school community 
 
We have publicly shared details of our DEI journey since its inception in July 2020 
and consequently we have ensured that all the other schools in our BSME and 
COBIS family of schools can learn from our mistakes and adopt and adapt our 
tools and practices. We have produced and published a DEI Impact Report which 
has served as a lived example for other schools undertaking this work. The 
appendix contains our Internationalising the Curriculum Research Project 
Departmental Self-evaluation Tool produced by our Deputy Head Learning and 
Teaching in conjunction with the University of Birmingham. This is a tool which has 
been designed to be sympathetic to a school within the Middle East. 
 
Equally I have now delivered two keynote presentations at two major events. Firstly, 
I was a keynote speaker in one of the plenary sessions at the annual COBIS 
conference in May 2021, during which time I shared the case study of our DEI 
journey to the 250+ delegates. After this presentation I was approached by BSME to 
launch their diversity network with a summary of our experience and the 
importance of having DEI on the agenda in schools. These presentations have led 
to us working with two other British Schools in the Middle East on a pro bono 
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advice-giving basis as they embark upon their own work in this area. 
To ensure maximum reach for maximum benefit we have also published details of 
our programme on a widely read LinkedIn post and in article in the TES. 
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